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Abstract

Do people in different societies experience morality differently in everyday life? Using

experience sampling methods, we investigate everyday moral experiences in a sample from 20

countries across 6 continents, thereby replicating and extending a large-scale study originally

conducted in the United States and Canada. We aim to replicate key findings about the kinds of

moral experiences people have, the relationship between such experiences and religious or

political affiliation, how such experiences affect momentary feelings, and how such experiences

influence moral behavior. An international sample enables us to assess the generalizability of

these findings across different socio-cultural contexts.

Keywords: morality, cultural variation, Moral Foundations Theory, experience sampling,

happiness, purpose in life, moral licensing
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Morality is frequently studied experimentally, either in the laboratory or via online

surveys, but how do people experience it in everyday life? Hofmann et al. (2014) provided

insight into everyday morality with their large-scale experience sampling study conducted in the

United States and Canada. They collected nearly 4,000 moral experience reports from 1,250

participants by surveying them 5 times daily over 3 days. Participants were asked to report

whether they had committed, witnessed, learned about, or been the target of a moral or immoral

event in the past hour, and if so, to briefly describe the event. They also reported their

momentary feelings of happiness, sense of purpose, and different emotional experiences over the

preceding hour.

Hofmann et al. found that moral or immoral experiences were reported on 28.9% of

responses. Moral and immoral events were reported with similar frequency. Participants who

identified as religious reported stronger self-conscious emotions–such as pride and guilt–after

committing moral and immoral deeds, respectively, compared to non-religious individuals.

Moral experiences were associated with greater momentary feelings of happiness and purpose

compared to immoral experiences. Evidence for the dynamic effects of moral experiences was

also identified. For example, committing a moral act decreased the likelihood of subsequently

committing another moral act (moral licensing), while being the target of a moral act increased

the likelihood of subsequently committing a moral act (moral contagion). These results were a

naturalistic complement to predominantly lab-based studies of morality (Effron et al., 2009;

Epley & Dunning, 2000; Phillips et al., 2011; Quiles & Bybee, 1997).

Descriptions of moral events were categorized by experts according to a taxonomy of

moral dimensions based on Moral Foundations Theory (MFT; Graham et al., 2013): care/harm,

fairness/unfairness, loyalty/disloyalty, authority/subversion, purity/degradation,
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honesty/dishonesty, liberty/oppression, and self-discipline/lack of self-discipline. Participants

reported significantly more individual concerns related to care, fairness, and honesty compared

to more collective concerns related to loyalty, authority, and purity. Liberals reported more

experiences of fairness and unfairness than conservatives, while conservatives reported more

experiences of purity and degradation than liberals, which supported predictions of MFT that

moral thinking is politically divided (Graham et al., 2009; Haidt, 2012).

While informative about everyday moral experiences, these findings have not been

replicated nor tested for cross-cultural generalizability. Some evidence suggests that moral

experiences vary substantially by culture. The relative importance of moral dimensions varies

across cultures (Atari et al., 2023; Bago et al., 2022), and different cultures make different

assumptions about the values central to morality (Buchtel et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2023); both

of these cultural features might make different kinds of everyday moral events more or less

salient. Therefore, we will replicate and extend Hofmann et al.’s study with an international

sample to explore further cultural variation in moral experiences.

We will test whether moderators of moral cognition identified in prior research also have

effects on everyday moral experiences. The flexibility of interpersonal networks (relational

mobility; Thomson et al., 2018) and basic values, or the values that are acknowledged across

cultures (Schwartz et al., 2012), have been identified as culturally-bounded moderators of moral

judgment (Awad et al., 2020; Zapko-Willmes et al., 2021). Disgust sensitivity (i.e., the extent to

which common triggers elicit feelings of disgust; Rozin et al., 2009) positively predicts

judgments of purity-based moral violations, but not violations in other moral domains

(Wagemans et al., 2018). Moral identity internalization reflects how central being morally good

is to one’s identity (Aquino & Reed, 2002) and has been identified as a moderator of moral
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licensing effects (Clot et al., 2014; Effron et al., 2009; Meijers, 2014). Finally, the second version

of the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ-2) measures the degree to which people endorse

different foundations as important to moral reasoning. A recent large-scale cross-cultural study

identified differences in the relative importance of the foundations across cultures, which might

be associated with different kinds of moral experiences (Atari et al., 2023).

Aims and Hypotheses

This research aims to replicate 12 findings reported in Hofmann et al. (2014) and test

their cross-cultural generalizability. We have summarized evidence for the claims reported by

Hofmann et al. in our Supplementary Materials 2, including evidence from additional studies.

We will also test for various moderators of these effects and examine the robustness of effects

across different sample characteristics (described in Secondary analyses, below). The findings

can be grouped into four categories: (1) The content of moral experience (Hypotheses 1 - 4), (2)

Political and religious variability in moral experience (Hypotheses 5 - 7), (3) Static effects of

moral experience (Hypotheses 8 - 10), and (4) Dynamic effects of moral experience (Hypotheses

11 & 12).

The Content of Moral Experiences

1) For 28.9% of the responses, participants reported a moralized event.

We will test whether the proportion of moral to non-moral reports is statistically

equivalent to the original proportion reported by Hofmann et al.

2) Moral and immoral events occurred at similar rates, with moral events being

slightly more common at 15.3% compared to 13.6% for immoral events.

We will test whether the proportion of moral to immoral events is statistically equivalent

to the proportion reported by Hofmann et al.
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3) Participants were more likely to report committing or being the target of a moral

versus an immoral act, and were more likely to learn about an immoral rather than

a moral act.

We will test whether participants are: (a) more likely to report committing a moral act

compared to committing an immoral act, (b) more likely to be the target of a moral act

compared to an immoral act, and; (c) more likely to learn about an immoral act rather

than about a moral act.

4) The majority of morally relevant experiences (50.6%) fell under the Care/Harm

Foundation (per Moral Foundations Theory).

We will test whether moral experiences are categorized into different moral domains of

Moral Foundations Theory in proportions that are statistically equivalent to the

proportions reported by Hofmann et al.

Political and Religious Variability in Moral Experience

5) Political ideology was significantly associated with the content of morally relevant

experiences.

We will test whether, after controlling for religiosity: (a) being liberal is associated with a

greater likelihood of reporting a fairness experience compared to being conservative, and;

(b) being conservative is associated with a greater likelihood of reporting a purity

experience compared to being liberal.

6) Religious participants reported fewer immoral experiences overall.

We will test whether identifying as religious is associated with a lower likelihood of

reporting an immoral experience compared to someone who does not identify as

religious.
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7) Religious participants reported more intense self-conscious emotions (guilt,

embarrassment, disgust, pride, and gratefulness) compared to non-religious

participants in response to committing immoral and moral acts.

We will test whether people who identify as religious report feeling more inspired or

proud after reporting a committed moral act and report feeling more angry or guilty after

reporting a committed immoral act relative to people who do not identify as religious.

Static Effects of Moral Experience

8) Moral acts were associated with higher levels of momentary happiness compared to

immoral acts.

We will test whether experiences of moral events are associated with higher momentary

happiness compared to experiences of immoral events.

9) The effect of moral experience on happiness was moderated by perspective, where

the strongest gain and loss in happiness were observed when participants were the

targets of moral and immoral acts, respectively.

We will test whether being the target of a moral or immoral act has the largest effect on

momentary happiness, while learning about a moral or immoral act has the smallest effect

on momentary happiness.

10) The commission of moral and immoral acts had the strongest effect on sense of

purpose compared to all other perspectives.

We will test whether committing a moral act has the largest positive effect, and

committing an immoral act the largest negative effect, on one’s momentary sense of

purpose relative to other perspectives.

Dynamic Effects of Moral Experience
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11) Committing a moral act earlier in the day was associated with a below average

likelihood of committing a moral act later in the day.

We will test whether committing a moral act earlier in the day predicts a lower likelihood

of committing a moral act later in the day relative to the probability of committing a

moral act subsequent to other experience types.

12) Being the target of a moral act was associated with an above average likelihood of

committing a moral act later in the day.

We will test whether being the target of a moral act earlier in the day predicts a greater

likelihood of committing a moral act later in the day relative to the probability of

committing a moral act subsequent to other experience types.

Additionally, Hofmann et al. (2014) found evidence that committing a moral act earlier in

the day was associated with an above average likelihood of committing an immoral act later in

the day. Given our limited resources, we do not have sufficient power to detect this effect with

adequate probability (see Sample size justification, below, and Supplementary Materials 3). We

will explore this effect but will not draw statistical inferences because of the low power.

Almost none of these effects have been directly replicated (but see Waytz & Hofmann,

2020 for evidence about the frequency of reporting moral vs. immoral experiences). Our study’s

design enables direct replication of multiple hypotheses while also examining cross-cultural

generalizability.

Method

Sample Size and Justification
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Diverse samples will be recruited from collaborating laboratories through the

Psychological Science Accelerator (PSA) network. Participants will be university students and

members of the local community. When laboratory collection efforts cannot achieve the

minimum sample size needed for adequate power, polling agencies will be used to supplement

data collection (see Data collection procedure, below). We plan to collect 250 participants from

each of 20 countries (N = 5000; see Table 1). Sample countries are subject to change because of

collaborator attrition or logistical challenges.

In selecting countries, we prioritized regional representation. We used a measure of

cultural distance (Muthukrishna et al., 2020) to quantify the underlying cultural variability of

selected countries. Where possible, we aimed to balance countries that were culturally similar to

and distant from the United States.

Table 1

List of Target Countries and Regions

Country Region Cultural distance index
Argentina South America .058
Australia Oceania .038
Brazil South America .071
China Asia .238
Colombia South America .102
France Europe .079
Greece Europe .078
India Asia .093
Indonesia Asia .178
Japan Asia .115
Kenya Africa .089
Malaysia Asia .125
Morocco Africa .149
Nigeria Africa .121
Pakistan Middle East .178
Poland Europe .076
Saudi Arabia Middle East N/A
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Turkey Asia/Europe .12
United Kingdom Europe .08
United States North America .00
Note. Cultural distance index (CDI) was calculated from an adapted algorithm to reflect values

from World Values Survey (WVS) 6 and 7. CDI could not be estimated for Saudi Arabia. The

United States was the “center” country used to compute CDI.

A power analysis was conducted for each hypothesis based on analyses of original data

provided by Hofmann et al. (2014; see Supplementary Materials 3 for power analysis code).

Estimated power for detecting each predicted effect individually is summarized in Table S1 (see

Supplementary Materials). To account for possible inflation of original effect sizes, we

subtracted the original standard error from reported fixed effects as a lower-bound estimate of

the original effect (this does not apply to Claims 1, 2, or 4, which are based on descriptive

statistics). Power analyses were based on 5000 simulations of models fitted on data that were

simulated from original data provided by Hofmann et al., with additional random intercepts for

countries assuming moderate variance across countries. Our sample size provides 95% power or

greater to detect 18 of the predicted 23 effects, including claims related to moral contagion

(Claim 11) and moral licensing (Claim 12).

Even though the power of our study is reasonably high to detect each hypothesized effect

individually, the chance of encountering some false negatives or positives is worth noting given

the number of hypothesis tests. Thus, when interpreting non-significant findings we will also

discuss the direction of the observed difference or relationship and the size of the difference or

relationship. Furthermore, we will discuss the number of non-supported hypotheses in the study

in light of the estimated probability of observing that number of non-significant findings out of

the number of hypotheses being tested given the estimated power for each.
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Stopping Rules

Recruitment will stop when the sample size target is reached. We will monitor participant

enrollment weekly–which does not require analyzing any data–once 80% of the sample is

collected within a country (N = 200) and daily once 90% of the sample is collected (N = 225).

Participating labs and polling agencies will be notified when these benchmarks are reached.

When 250 participants are collected within each country, we will issue a recruitment stop for all

sites within the country. Nevertheless, given the extensive data collection infrastructure, it is

possible that participants will be recruited in excess of the necessary number. Data from these

participants will be included in the analysis. To prevent analyzing data before collection is

finalized, we will wait to analyze data until 7 days after issuing the recruitment stop for the final

country.

If target sample size within a country is not achieved within 18 months of starting data

collection, a recruitment stop will be issued for all sites in that country. If data collection stops

before reaching the target sample size for any reason, then we will explicitly discuss why

collection was stopped. Additionally, we will discuss the resulting impact on confirmatory

analyses and the implication of premature stopping on our findings and their interpretation.

Data Collection Procedure

Collaborating laboratories recruited through the PSA network will conduct the first wave

of data collection. Each lab, or “site”, begins data collection after receiving the appropriate

ethical approval. Ethics approval is verified from each site prior to data collection. The second

wave of data collection begins after all sites within each country finish data collection. Where

necessary, polling agencies will recruit participants within the country to bring the sample to the
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minimum size needed to adequately power statistical tests. If the sites within a country can

jointly meet the minimum sample size, no polling agencies will be used in that country.

Inclusion Criteria

Eligibility for participation will be based on age (≥18 years), being a fluent speaker of the

language of the ESM prompts, having a smartphone compatible with the RealLife Exp app, and

any additional requirements that each site determines based on IRB feedback.

Exclusion Criteria

We will exclude any participants who voluntarily withdraw from the study before it is

concluded and request their data be deleted. Participants will have two months after finishing the

study to request their data be deleted. “Nonsense” responses will be excluded from analyses (see

Experience Classification, below). For any participants recruited during the second wave of data

collection, we will exclude anyone who does not pass quality control checks set by the polling

companies used to collect supplementary responses. All other data will be included for

hypothesis testing.

Missing Data

Participants who have some missing data or skip some responses will be included in

analyses that do not require these data. Missing data will be checked using the mice package in R

to confirm that missingness is random (Schafer & Graham, 2002). Findings about the pattern of

missingness will be discussed in the paper and might trigger additional exploratory analyses, but

they will not influence the primary confirmatory analyses.

Mobile Application

We will adopt LifeData (lifedatacorp.com) as a platform for data collection. Participants

download the RealLife Exp application managed by LifeData to their mobile phones. Within the
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app, participants download the study, which can then be completed off-line. The app sends

notifications to participants during set intervals (see “Momentary assessment”, below).

Participants will receive real-time feedback about compliance through the app. LifeData securely

stores information about the time, date, signal identifier, participant ID, and overall progress in

the task.

Intake Survey

After enrolling, participants first complete a demographic survey.

Demographic Items

Age: “How old are you?” (Numeric response)

Gender: “What best describes your gender identity?” (Man, Woman, Nonbinary, Prefer

not to answer)

Sample status: “Are you currently enrolled as a full-time student at a College or

University?” (Yes/No)

Country of residence: “What is your current country or region of residence?” (Multiple

choices listed, full list: https://www.britannica.com/topic/list-of-countries-1993160)

Country of birth: “What is your country or region of birth?” (Same list as above)

Political ideology (I): “How would you describe your overall political preferences? If you

are middle of the road or neither label applies to you, please select 4” (1 = Very liberal, 7

= Very conservative)

Political ideology (II): “Where would you place yourself on the following scale of

political orientation? If you are neutral or neither label applies to you, please select 4” (1

= Very left-wing, 7 = Very right-wing)
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Education: “What is the highest level of education you have attained?” (1 = Less than a

high school degree (or equivalent), 2 = High school degree (or equivalent), 3 =

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent), 4 = Postgraduate degree (MA, PhD, JD, etc.)).

Socio-economic status: Below is an income scale on which 1 indicates the lowest income

group and 10 the highest income group in your country. We would like to know in what

group your household is. Please, specify the appropriate number, counting all wages,

salaries, pensions and other incomes that come in (1 = lowest group, 10 = highest group,

no midpoint).

Social media usage: “How often do you check your social media accounts in any given

week?” (1 = Once a week or less; 2 = 2 - 3 times per week; 3 = Daily; 4 = A few times

per day; 5 = Hourly).

Ethnicity: “Would most people in your country consider you to be a member of an ethnic

or racial minority?” (0 = No, 1 = Yes, 2 = Unsure).

Ethnicity follow-up: “How would you best describe your ethnicity?” (Open response)

Religious affiliation: “What is your present religion, if any?” (Buddhist, Christian, Hindu,

Jewish, Muslim, None, Other (please specify))

Religious affiliation follow-up: “How would you describe your religious affiliation?”

(Open response)

Religiosity: “How religious are you?” (1 = not at all, 7 = very much).

Personal afterlife: “Do you believe in a personal afterlife? If you are unsure, please select

0” (-3 = definitely no, +3 = definitely yes).
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The Religiosity and Political Ideology (I) measures were taken from Hofmann et al. The

Political ideology (II) measure was adapted from Feldman (2013). The use of two political

ideology measures is motivated by the meta-analytic results reported by Kivikangas et al. (2021),

who showed that, in a global sample, these measures failed to exhibit unidimensionality. Social

media usage was taken from the Pew Research Center. Socio-economic status was adapted from

WVS-7. All other items were developed internally.

Participants also complete the Basic Values survey (Schwartz et al., 2012; see

Supplementary materials §4) during intake.

Momentary Assessment

After completing the intake survey, each participant begins the momentary assessment

part of the survey the next day. Each participant is signaled 5 times a day for 4 days. The daily

observation window (9:00 to 21:30) is divided into four blocks of 120 minutes (9:00 to 11:00;

11:45 to 13:45; 14:30 to 16:30, and; 17:15 to 19:15) and one block of 90 minutes (the final block

is always 20:00 to 21:30). This is different from the sample windows used by Hofmann et al.

(2014). Within RealLife Exp, signals cannot be sensitive across blocks. Thus, to ensure that

signals cannot occur within 45 minutes of each other, the start of blocks 2 - 5 are set to begin 45

minutes after the previous block closes. Within this constraint, 2-hour blocks were needed. The

last block was reduced to 90 minutes so that signals would not occur too late in the day.

Within each block, signal time is randomly selected. Each assessment remains open for

45 minutes. Participants are encouraged to respond promptly and a reminder will be sent within

15 minutes if a response is not provided. Only one response per measurement occasion is

allowed. While Hofmann et al. sampled participants for three days, we will allow an additional
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day for signals (4 days total) to have a better chance to observe the temporal dynamics

hypothesized in Claims 11 & 12.

Signal (Daily Survey)

Each signal includes the following questions:

Experience:Within the past hour, did you have a moral or immoral experience? [I

committed a moral act; I committed an immoral act; I learned about a moral act; I learned

about an immoral act; I was the target of a moral act; I was the target of an immoral act; I

witnessed a moral act; I witnessed an immoral act; None of the above]

[In the instructions, participants are told that if they experienced multiple events within

the past hour, they should respond based on the most recent event. The order of these

questions is fixed across measurement occasions]:

Description: Please describe the event using the box below.

Location: Please tell us where this occurred (Public setting, My home, the home of a

family member or friend, Work/School, Other).

Note. We added a ‘Work/school’ item to help disambiguate ‘Public setting’.

[If participants indicate that they learned about an event, they are presented with the following

item instead of Location]:

Source: How did you learn about this event? (Personal communication, social media,

internet news/magazine, Internet: Other, TV: news, TV: other, Radio: news, Radio: Other,

Newspaper/magazine, Book, Podcast, Other).

Note. We added a ‘Podcast’ item to reflect differences in how people consume

information relative to the original study.
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Intensity: “How morally right or wrong do you consider this act?” [-3 (totally

wrong/immoral) to +3 (totally right/moral)].

Happiness: “How happy do you feel at the moment?” [-3 (very unhappy) to +3 (very

happy)]

Purpose: “Do you feel that your life has a clear sense of purpose at this moment?” [0 (not

at all) to 5 (very much)]

Affect:Within the past hour, did you feel…?

Inspired (0 = not at all, 5 = very much)

Proud (0 = not at all, 5 = very much)

Angry (0 = not at all, 5 = very much)

Guilty (0 = not at all, 5 = very much)

Note. We also selected four emotions (two positive and two negative) from the original

nine measured by Hofmann et al. so we could test a subset of their emotion findings. We changed

elevated to inspired, which is taken from the short-form Positive and Negative Affect Schedule

(PANAS; Watson et al., 1988), a widely-used self-report measure of affect.

As an exploratory addition, if participants indicate that they did not experience something

moral or immoral, they are asked if they thought about something moral or immoral in the past

hour. If they did, they receive the description, intensity, happiness, sense of purpose, and affect

questions. If they also didn’t think about something moral or immoral, they receive the

happiness, sense of purpose, and affect questions.

Exit Survey

When the daily assessment phase is complete, participants complete an exit survey with

the following items:
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Moral definition: Using the box below, please describe in your own words what it means

for something to be moral and for something to be immoral. There are no right or wrong

answers, but please respond honestly!

Disgust sensitivity: 27-item scale (Rozin et al., 2009)

Relational mobility: 12-item scale (Thomson et al., 2018)

Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2: 36-item scale (Atari et al., 2023)

Moral identity internalization: 5-item scale (Aquino & Reed, 2002).

These measures can be found in Supplementary Materials.

Translation

All materials will be translated into site-appropriate languages, following the translation

process of the PSA (https://psysciacc.org/translation-process/). For each language, a

language-wide coordinator will assign at least 1 translator and 1 back translator to translate study

materials. If only 2 people are available, the language-wide coordinator will serve as the

translator. A translation from English to the target language will be created by the translator(s).

When this process is complete, the translated material will be translated back into English by the

back translator(s). The language-wide coordinator will compare both versions. If any major

discrepancies are detected, the language-wide coordinator creates a corrected version of the

translation. Translated materials are sent to at least one external reader and to site collaborators

to receive feedback on readability and potential cultural adjustments. The language-wide

coordinator will make further adjustments based on this feedback.

Experience Classification

After the ESM phase of the study, three individuals from each country sampled during

the daily assessment phase will serve as experience coders. Data collection teams will assist with
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recruiting these individuals. Each group of coders will undergo a brief training period with the

primary research team to learn about MFT. This training will provide theoretical background on

MFT, key elements of each foundation, and practice sorting sample reports into foundations to

ensure that coders understand the theory sufficiently to complete their task. Each coder will

blind-code all responses from their country according to the MFT taxonomy used by Hofmann

(see below). This approach represents a departure from the procedure in Hofmann et al., who had

one expert coder blind-coding all responses with a second coder blind-coding 50% of responses.

We opted for additional coders to mitigate the prevalence of errors in MFT categorization. To

assess inter-rater reliability, we will compute simple rater agreement and Gwet’s AC1 coefficient.

Gwet’s coefficient is a measure of inter-rater agreement designed for more than two raters and is

recommended for skewed distributions (e.g., categories that are rare or prevalent; see Heyman et

al., 2014; Neuendorf, 2017). If the AC1 coefficient is ≥ .70, this is sufficient to establish

agreement (Fleiss, 1981; Gwet, 2014). In cases where raters disagree, a 2-rater majority will

determine classification. In cases without a majority, the experience will be rated “Too vague”.

If the AC1 coefficient does not meet the .70 threshold, we will compute Cohen’s kappa

for each pair of raters. If one pair of raters achieves kappa > .75, then the third rater will be

discarded and ratings from the pair will be used in content analyses. In cases of disagreement, the

experience will be rated as “Too vague”.

Following Hofmann et al. (2014), coders will have 10 options for classification:

Care/Harm, Fairness/Unfairness, Loyalty/Disloyalty, Authority/Subversion, Purity/Degradation,

Liberty/Oppression, Honesty/Dishonesty, Self-Discipline/Lack of Self-Discipline, None of the

above, Nonsense. The latter two were included to provide coders with the opportunity to sort

reports into potentially new categories not represented within the traditional taxonomy.
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Additionally, this would remove the pressure to fit reports into unsuitable categories. If two or

more coders rate a response as “Nonsense”, that response and all associated data for that

measurement occasion will be removed.

We opted to recruit coders from the same culture as the participants who generated the

reports for two reasons. First, this partly replicates the original Hofmann et al. procedure, where

they used intra-cultural coders to sort experiences. Second, given the important role of context in

understanding the moral dimensions of experiences (Schein, 2020), we believe that coders

operating within the same cultural framework are best positioned to classify experience reports.

Some reports might contain context clues or implicit meanings that could not be detected by an

“outside” observer. Thus, coders within the same culture are best positioned to capture the

potential cultural variability underlying the content of moral experiences.

Informed Coding Decisions and Exclusions

We will flag inconsistent responses (e.g., a moral act rated as “very wrong”; see External

validation, below) but retain them in primary analyses. Robustness analyses will be performed

with these potentially errant responses recoded. When participants label the location of a moral

experience as ‘Other’, but the report makes clear that the location falls under an existing

category, coders will be allowed to change participant responses (e.g., Hofmann et al. report that

one participant put ‘Other’ when an experience occurred in a restaurant, which was changed to

“Public setting” for location).

If participants do not provide a text entry for an experience report, it will be excluded

from content analyses. Responses coded as “None of the above” will not be included in content

analyses.

External Validation
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Hofmann et al. recruited external raters for two purposes: (a) to assess the extent to which

perceptions of moral and immoral deeds are socially shared, and; (b) to obtain an independent

measure of the “intensity” of reported moral and immoral deeds. We will validate responses for

each country. 150 external raters are needed for each country. Raters will see no more than 60

descriptions randomly selected from responses given during the ESM phase. PSA labs and

polling agencies will recruit external raters for this part of the study.

Raters will not be given information about the purpose of the study or the people who

provided the original entries. Responses will be delivered via Qualtrics survey so that responses

can be presented in random order to each rater. Raters will be asked the following questions:

Valence: “How morally right or wrong do you consider this act or deed?” [-3 = totally

wrong/immoral to 3 = totally right/moral; midpoint labeled unsure]

Permissibility: “How morally permissible do you consider this act or deed?” [-3 = totally

impermissible to 3 = totally permissible; midpoint labeled unsure]

We will compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient to assess correspondence between

external ratings of valence and permissibility. If r > .7, responses will be averaged to a single

item. We will then compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient to assess correspondence between

self-reported intensity and external ratings of intensity.

Data Analysis Plan

For hierarchical models, random intercepts for the participant and country will be

included to account for within-person and between-country variation. The same default level for

categorical predictors will be used in each test (political ideology = “conservative”, religiosity =

“non-religious”, and perspective = “witnessed”). Statistical significance will be determined

according to the p-value of the Wald-Z test provided in the glmer() model summary in the lme4
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package in R (Bates et al., 2015), and Wald confidence intervals will be computed for the

intercept and the fixed effects from the Standard Error estimates provided in the glmer() model

summary (Luke, 2017).

Primary Analyses

See Supplementary Materials for protocols on creating variables related to basic values,

disgust sensitivity, moral foundations, relational mobility, and moral identity internalization.

Claim 1. We will test whether the proportion of moral to non-moral reports is statistically

equivalent to the original proportion reported by Hofmann et al. Based on our analyses of the

original dataset, the predicted probability of a moral report compared to a non-moral report was

27.8% (odds ratio = 2.59, 95% CI[2.44, 2.76]). We will fit a generalized linear model with report

type (1 = moral, 0 = nonmoral) as a binomial outcome. The model will contain only intercepts

(participant and country will be included in the model as random effects). We will conduct an

equivalence test using the two one-tailed analysis approach. If the confidence bounds of the

estimated probability of moral (as opposed to nonmoral) reports are within 5 percentage points of

the original estimate based on our analysis of the original dataset, then we will interpret this as

the equivalence hypothesis being supported.

Claim 2.We will test whether the proportion of moral to immoral events is statistically

equivalent to the proportion reported by Hofmann et al. Based on our analyses of the original

dataset, the predicted probability of reporting an immoral event compared to a moral event was

47.4% (odds ratio = 0.90, 95% CI[0.83, 0.98]). We will fit a generalized linear model with report

valence (0 = moral, 1 = immoral) as a binomial outcome. The model will contain only intercepts

(participant and country will be included in the model as random effects). We will conduct an

equivalence test using the two one-tailed analysis approach. If the confidence bounds of the
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estimated probability of moral (as opposed to immoral) reports will be within 5 percentage points

of the original estimate reported by Hofmann et al., then we will interpret this as the equivalence

hypothesis being supported.

Claim 3.We will test whether participants are more likely to report committing a moral

act compared to committing an immoral act (3a), that participants will be more likely to be the

target of a moral act compared to an immoral act (3b), and that participants will be more likely to

learn about an immoral act rather than about a moral act (3c). We will fit a generalized linear

mixed effect regression predicting response valence from commit, target, and learned about

perspectives (dummy-coded) with random intercepts of participant and country. Since due to the

coding of valence, moral is the default level response, significant negative effects of “commit”

and “target” perspectives on valence (i.e., more likely to report moral) and positive effects of

“learn about” perspective on valence (i.e., more likely to report immoral) will be interpreted as

supporting the hypothesis. Claims 3a, 3b, and 3c will be tested separately.

Claim 4.We will test whether the proportion of moral experiences within each category

of Moral Foundations Theory will be statistically equivalent to the proportions reported by

Hofmann et al. We will create eight dummy-coded variables corresponding to the eight separate

categories used by Hofmann et al. We will fit eight separate hierarchical generalized linear

models that contain only intercepts (participant and country will be coded as random effects). We

will conduct an equivalence test using the two one-tailed analysis approach. We will assess

whether the confidence bounds of the probability of the event of interest (the specific foundation

category being observed vs. not) falls within some percentage points around the estimated

probability of the same event of interest based on the data from Hofmann et al. Table 2 shows the
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probability and odds ratios of each foundation category based on our own analyses of the data

shared by Hofmann et al. (see Table 2 below):

Table 2

Probabilities reported in Hofmann et al. (2014) and smallest effect size of interest (SESOI; see

Lakens, 2017) ranges for Claim 4 (note: the probability refers to the probability that a report

falls in the category rather than any other category)

Foundation Original Probability SESOI Range
(log odds scale)

SESOI Range
(probability)

Care 50.6% [-0.20, 0.20] 44.9% - 54.9%

Fairness 13.9% [-2.5, -1.54] 7.6% - 17.6%

Loyalty 4.8% -2.74* 6.1%

Authority 5.6% -2.51* 7.5%

Purity 5.2% -2.93* 5.1%

Liberty 3.3% -2.93* 5.0%

Honesty 12.8% [-2.80, -1.68] 5.7% - 15.7%

Discipline 3.8% -2.77* 5.9%

Note. * = Denotes upper-bound for smallest effect of interest because frequency is predicted to

be low.

For the Care, Fairness, and Honesty dimensions, we will test against both the lower and

upper bounds of the 5 percentage point difference smallest effect of interest range. For the other

categories, we will test against the upper bound of +5 percentage points difference as our

smallest effect of interest range. We will conduct one-sided tests for these other categories

because we predict that they will occur with relatively low frequency. We are including two
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additional categories in our coding scheme (None of the above and Nonsense), but we predict

that only a small number of reports will fall in these categories. Thus, we are not including these

categories in our hypothesis tests. The hypotheses related to the eight foundation categories will

be tested separately. Significant equivalence will be interpreted as supporting the hypothesis.

Claim 5.We will test whether, after controlling for religiosity, being liberal is associated

with a greater likelihood of reporting an experience of Fairness compared to being conservative

(5a), while being conservative will raise the likelihood of reporting an experience of Purity

compared to being liberal (5b). We will create dummy-coded variables corresponding to the

Moral Foundations categories fairness (vs. any other foundation category) and purity (vs. any

other foundation category). We will fit two hierarchical generalized linear models to predict the

likelihood of reporting an experience of fairness or purity. Political ideology (I) and religiosity

will be categorical predictors. Each will be coded based on Hofmann et al.’s original coding

scheme (0 = liberal, 1 = conservative; -1 = non-religious, 1 = religious). Participants who

respond above the midpoint on the political ideology (I) question will be coded as conservative,

while those who respond below the midpoint will be coded as liberal (participants who respond

at the midpoint are excluded from this analysis). Likewise, participants who respond above the

midpoint on the religiosity question will be coded as religious, while those who respond below

the midpoint will be coded as non-religious (midpoint responses will also be excluded). Each

model will include random intercepts for participants and countries. If there is evidence of

overdispersion (e.g., zero inflation), we will fit a negative binomial model that corrects for this.

Hypotheses 5a and b will be tested separately. A main effect of political ideology will be

interpreted as supporting the hypothesis.
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Claim 6.We will test whether religious individuals are less likely to report an immoral

experience compared to non-religious individuals. We will fit a generalized linear mixed effect

model to predict report valence (0 = moral, 1 = immoral) from religiosity (contrast-coded, -1 =

non-religious, 1 = religious) with random intercepts for participants and countries. An effect of

religiosity will be interpreted as supporting the hypothesis.

Claim 7.We will test whether religious people report feeling more inspired or proud after

reporting a committed moral act (7a) and report feeling more angry or guilty after reporting a

committed immoral act (7b) compared to non-religious people. We will analyze the subset of

data where people reported committing either moral or immoral acts, respectively. If the Pearson

correlation of these items exceeds .70, we will average scores for use in analyses. Otherwise,

responses will be analyzed separately. We will fit separate hierarchical linear models predicting

affect from religiosity (contrast-coded as described above). We will include random intercepts

for participants and countries. Claims 7a and b will be tested separately. A main effect of

religiosity will be interpreted as supporting the hypothesis.

Claim 8.We will test whether people experience greater happiness after reporting moral

experiences compared to reporting immoral experiences. We will fit a hierarchical linear model

to predict momentary happiness from report valence (moral vs. immoral), perspective, and their

interaction (see 9 for why perspective is involved in this model). The model will include random

intercepts for participants and countries. Since moral is the default level in the analysis, a

significant negative main effect of valence will be interpreted as supporting the hypothesis.

Claim 9.We will test whether being the target of a moral or immoral act will have the

largest effect on momentary happiness (9a), while learning about a moral or immoral act will

have the smallest effect on momentary happiness (9b). We will use the same model as Claim 8.
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We will extract effect sizes using the emmeans package in R. An interaction between perspective

and valence will be interpreted as evidence of moderation. If the moral vs. immoral difference

has the largest Cohen’s d effect size within the “target of” perspective, we will conclude that

event valence had the strongest effect when participants were targets of moralized acts,

supporting Claim 9a. If the moral vs. immoral difference has the smallest Cohen’s d effect size

within the “learned about” perspective, we will conclude that event valence had the weakest

effect when participants learned about a moralized act supporting Claim 9b.

Claim 10.We will test whether committing a moral or immoral act has the largest effect

on momentary sense of purpose relative to other perspectives. We will follow an analysis plan

similar to testing Claim 9, with the exception that the outcome variable for the hierarchical linear

regression will be sense of purpose. An interaction between valence and perspective will be

taken as supporting the moderation. If committing a moral act is associated with the highest

average sense of purpose, this will be taken as supporting the hypothesis.

Claims 11 - 12 and exploratory analysis.We will test whether committing a moral act

earlier in the day predicts a lower likelihood of committing a moral act later in the day (Claim

11). We predict that being the target of a moral act predicts a greater likelihood of committing a

moral act later in the day (Claim 12) relative to a baseline probability of committing a moral act

subsequent to nonmoral experiences. Additionally, we will explore whether committing a moral

act earlier in the day predicts a greater likelihood of committing an immoral act later in the day

(Claim 12) relative to a baseline probability of committing an immoral act subsequent to

nonmoral experiences.

Following the analysis plan of Hofmann et al., we will create two new variables called

“precedes_committed_moral_act” and “precedes_committed_immoral_act”. For each signal for
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which a response was recorded, the variable “precedes_committed_moral_act” indicates whether

at least one moral act was committed subsequent to that given signal response on the same day

(1) or not (0). The variable “precedes_committed_immoral_act” works the same way but for

committing immoral acts (we assume, with Hofmann et al., that days are the fundamental units

within which people trade-off moral behavior, therefore signal 5 cannot serve as a preceding

signal). Non-moral events will form the reference category for the perspective variable, so that

each level of the factor tests the difference in predicted likelihoods from the sample average

likelihood of occurrence.

To test Claims 11 and 12 and conduct our exploratory analysis, we will fit a hierarchical

generalized linear model to predict the likelihood of committing a moral act (11 and 12) or

immoral act (exploratory) subsequent to committing a moral act (11 and exploratory) or being

the target of a moral act (12) from perspective with random intercepts for participant and

country. For Claim 11 we will consider a significant negative effect of the “committing a moral

act” perspective as supporting the hypothesis. For the exploratory analysis, we will consider a

significant positive effect of the “committing an immoral act” perspective as supporting the

hypothesis. For Claim 12 we will consider a significant positive effect of the “target of a moral

act” perspective as supporting the hypothesis.

Secondary Analyses

We plan to collect data on 17 demographic variables. Some of these are necessary for

conducting our primary analyses (political ideology and religiosity). Others will be part of

secondary exploratory analyses to assess how effects are moderated across different sample

characteristics (see Intake Survey, above). Additionally, we will examine the impact of historical

pathogen prevalence (Murray & Schaller, 2010), gross domestic product, and cultural tightness
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(Gelfand et al., 2011) for each country sampled where data is available. We will also examine the

moderating effect of individual difference variables where there is evidence of an association

with moral judgment or experience (see Individual difference measures, above).

For each model, we will follow a maximal-to-minimal modeling process (Barr et al.,

2013) so that if a model fails to converge, we will eliminate the random intercepts closer to zero

(Barr et al., 2013; Brauer & Curtin, 2018; Meteyard & Davies, 2020).

Besides the main results, we will explore whether there is any indication that different

sample characteristics (student/community or compensated/non-compensated) moderate effects.

Where appropriate, we will discuss these potential effects in the discussion section. We will

explore how the exclusion of participants for low response rates alters our findings and discuss

these changes, if needed.

Specific Exploratory Analyses

Claim 1.We will alter the model structure slightly from the primary analysis. We will fit

a hierarchical generalized linear model to predict changes in the likelihood of experiencing a

moral (compared to non-moral) event from different moderators, particularly disgust sensitivity.

Claim 3.We will explore the extent to which participants are more likely to witness a

moral event compared to an immoral event. We will also explore the extent to which social

media use moderates the effect of different perspectives on moral experience. Because people

use social media to express moral outrage and social media usage is more widespread than 10

years ago, we will assess whether people are more likely to witness or learn about immoral

events compared to moral events.
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We will explore whether participants from non-Western countries are more likely to

report experiences of moral compared to immoral events. To do this, we will include country as a

fixed effect in the model and include a term for the interaction between country and perspective.

Claim 4.We will explore the extent to which different demographic and individual

difference variables moderate the likelihood of experiencing an event with content in a particular

moral foundation. There is evidence that several factors are associated with stronger

endorsement of different norm categories within MFT as measured by the MFQ (Atari et al.,

2023). Greater historical pathogen prevalence (van Leeuwen et al., 2012), lower relational

mobility (Graham et al., 2016), and tighter cultural norms (Gelfand et al., 2011) are associated

with stronger endorsements of Binding norms (Authority, Purity, and Loyalty). As there is

evidence that GDP is significantly correlated with endorsements of different norms within MFT

(van Leeuwen et al., 2012), we will control for GDP in all regressions.

Claim 5. We will explore the extent to which effects of political ideology on moral

experience change depending on the measure of political ideology. Primary analyses use the first

measure (“How would you describe your overall political preferences?”). As reported in

Kivikangas et al. (2021), outside the US, effects of political ideology on moral judgment changed

when people were asked to place themselves on a left-wing/right-wing spectrum. We will refit

each model testing for effects of political ideology with the second measure (“Where would you

place yourself on the following scale of political orientation?”). We will also explore how the

importance of different moral foundations (as measured by the MFQ-2) predict the content of

moral experience. We will fit separate generalized linear mixed models to predict the likelihood

of reporting an experience with care-, loyalty-, authority-, or purity-related content from the

self-reported importance of these categories in moral judgment, respectively. Outcome variables
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will be dummy-coded. Additionally, we will explore how different fairness-related constructs

(equality and proportionality) predict the likelihood of reporting an experience with

fairness-related content to see whether people are more likely to experience issues of equality or

proportionality. Each model will include random intercepts for participants and countries.

Claim 6.We will explore the extent to which being a member of a particular religious

denomination modulates the likelihood of having a positive or negative moral experience. We

will explore whether disgust sensitivity and social media use moderate the effect of religiosity on

the likelihood of having an immoral experience. A recent meta-analysis (Yu et al., 2022) found a

significant positive association between religiosity and disgust sensitivity. Thus, we will explore

whether the effect of religiosity on the likelihood of having an immoral experience is mediated

by disgust sensitivity. Furthermore, given the use of social media to express moral outrage

(Brady et al., 2021), we will examine whether increased social media use among religious

individuals increases the likelihood of learning about immoral acts.

Claim 7. We will explore whether being a member of a particular religious denomination

moderates the effect of religiosity on the effect following moral experiences. Additionally, we

will explore how results change when religiosity is treated as a continuous predictor and interacts

with religious affiliation. We will also include an interaction with belief in a personal afterlife to

see whether this interacts with denomination and religiosity.

Claims 8 and 9.We will explore whether identifying with a particular religious

denomination or believing in a personal afterlife modulates the effect of moral experiences on

happiness.
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Claim 10. A recent study found that conservatives tend to report greater meaning-in-life

compared to liberals (Newman et al., 2019). Hence, we will explore how model coefficients

change when controlling for ideology.

Claims 11 and 12.Many of the proposed factors that explain the effects of moral

licensing cannot be studied within an ESM design. For example, we cannot experimentally

manipulate ethical mindset or ease of rationalizing target behavior (see Mullen & Monin, 2016).

However, we will explore the degree to which the internalization of moral identity modulates the

likelihood of licensing, since the importance of moral identity is a proposed moderator of moral

licensing (Clot et al., 2014; Effron et al., 2009; Meijers, 2014). Monin and Miller (2001),

building on Moral Accounting Theory (Thaler, 1985), suggested that behavioral licensing is

likely to increase the possibility of behavior within the same domain. We will explore whether

the domain of the initial experience raises the likelihood of licensed behavior within the same

domain. We will also explore alternative coding schemes to measure the temporal dynamics of

licensing and contagion effects. Hofmann et al. assume that days are the units within which

people trade-off moral behavior. We will explore the effects of two different modeling strategies:

(1) extending the range of subsequent signals to the first signal of the next day (thus, e.g., signal

1 of day 1 could impact signal 1 of day 2), and (2) extending the range of subsequent signals to

cover two days (thus, e.g., signal 1 of day 1 could impact signal 5 of day 2). This changes the

assumption about when moral credentials “expire”.
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